STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

Storage Cabinets

LUXPATHTM Storage Cabinets

Specimen filing and storing is one of the biggest issue for the pathology department. Directed by user demands
and preference, CITOTEST® have been manufacturing and supplying several models of storage cabinets since
many years ago. The storage cabinets are constructed by Iron material or heavy-duty ABS material, in Table-Top
design for less sampling and convenient transport or in the traditional standard design for mass specimen filing&
storing.

M Storage Cabinets
BASPATHTM & BASPATH-N
TH-N
NTM
* Deckable and lockable with the PROPATH
series storage cabinets

Especially designed for mass slide storage, the range up to 45, 000 slides according to each storage cabinet unit accommodates
approx.4, 500 slides
*Accepts both the CITOTEST® standard microscope slides in dimensions of 75.0mm×25.0mm with thickness from 0.8mm to
1.2mm and also the microscope slides of 76.0mm×26.0mm× (0.8-1.2)mm on the market
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26mm

The interlocking
system makes it
possible to stack
the LuxPATH T M
storage cabinets
for safely storing
more slides

91mm

Storage cabinet lid
0510-0007 /0510-0024

Each drawer accepts
approx. 65 paraffin
ffin blocks

146mm
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402mm

126mm

Each drawer accepts
approx. 400 slides

485mm
Block storage cabinet
0510-0009/0510-0022

The strong built-in
separating wall
between every
two drawers helps
realize smooth
sliding.
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The pre-assembled
brass knob provides
with convenient
push-in and pull-out

Slide Storage Cabinet

Maglev Slide/Block Stopper
Supplied as an optional part for all the models of the CITOTEST®
storage cabinets, for keeping the microscope slides and paraffin
blocks in upright position in the drawers.
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Made of stainless steel material，HDSRO\EDJHDER[
CAT.NO.

0510-0005

51040042

Maglev Slide/Block Stopper
Cabinet Base

BASPATHTM series
(W/ regular white plastic
powder coating)

SPECIFICATION
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PACKING

129mm

Slide storage cabinet
0510-0008/0510-0021

P/N

Preserved
grooves in
front of each
drawer slot
accommodate
long I.D labels
that are
supplied with
the unit but not
pre-installed.

BASPATH-NTM series

(W/ white orange-skinned
plastic powder coating)
PRODUCT NUMBER

P/N

CAT.NO.

Storage cabinet base, external.dim.485mm×480mm×76mm

0510-0006

51040010

0510-0023

Storage cabinet lid, external.dim.485mm×480mm×26mm

0510-0007

51040040

0510-0024

Slide storage cabinet, external.dim.485mm×480mm×146mm. Contains 14 individual drawers,
each unit accommodates approx.5,600 slides

0510-0008

51045001

0510-0021

Paraffin block storage cabinet, external.dim.485mm×480mm×91mm. Contains 14 individual drawers,
each unit accommodates approx.900 blocks

0510-0009

51040801

0510-0022

http://www.aa-diagnostics.de
www.citotest.com

COLOR

P/N

Supplied with TWO interchangeable
drawer formats: with dividers and
without dividers, each drawer
containers 2 slots, each drawer holds
approx.750 slides

Slide Storage Cabinet

Slide Storage Cabinet

with drawers divided

with drawers un-divided

Storage Cabinet Base

Green

0510-0037-08

0510-0031-08

0510-0032-08

White

0510-0037-16

0510-0031-16

0510-0032-16

Tan

0510-0037-15

0510-0031-15

0510-0032-15

http://www.aa-diagnostics.de
www.citotest.com

OTHER PATHOLOGY/HISTOLOGY/CYTOLOGY PRODUCTS

76mm

480
mm

OTHER PATHOLOGY/HISTOLOGY/CYTOLOGY PRODUCTS

Storage cabinet base
0510-0006/0510-0023
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